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1. 

THE SOUTH EUROPEAN COUNTRIES AND THE SUPERPOWERS (1) 

A common political guideline for assessing as a whole the 

problems of the South European countries can be found only 

outside, of them. 
j 

In\ strategic terms they represent the periphery (or the 

relatively marginal areas) of vaster systems, gravitating around 

the USA and the USSR, whose principle fronts are in central 

Europe and the Middle East. 

As far as trade, investments and labour markets are con

cerned they are connected to the Nine and, in particular, to 

Germany. The multinationals that still invest in this area 

do so with an eye to the wider markets of the EEC. 

In energy and monetary terms they depend equally on 

the US (and the stronger European countries) and on the OPEC 

countries. 

Even culturally, Mediterranean unity is a dream which 

ended over fifteen centuries ago, and which is contradicted 

by the growing association of their customs, studies and his

tory to those of the rest of Europe, confirming the disinte

gration of the ancient ''Mediterranean world" and the shift 

north of Europe's cultural "barycenter". 

Even among themselves the South European countries have 

little in common. The number and quality of vertical ties 

(those which link the single South European countries to 

(1) We are referring to Portugal, Spain, Italy, Yugoslavia, 
Albania, Greece and Turkey, and we consider the other 
Balkan States and France connected to Southern Europe 
by special ties. 



external powers) are far superior to the number and quality 

of horizontal ones (those which link the single South Euro

pean countries to each other)o 

2. 

The internal political.l_!fe of .J:.hese countries is regull:tted 

by the poli.cy linesHof vertical al:!,i~s, to which their own 

international programs (of foreign policy, defence, economy, 

etco) are linked" There have been no recent examples of 

Mediterranean politics following horizontal policy lines, 

except for a few "imperialist" attempts by the Italians during 

the Fascist period and a few local conflicts (Greece-TUrkey)o 

These countries, therefore, constitute nei.ther a homogeneous 

region, nor a whole in some way coordinated that tends to 

integrate the different national realities" Nevertheless, 

together :they consti.t)l:te ua"problem" and this problem calls 

for politicai decisions which must, at least in part, be homo

geneous and interrelatedo They requi.re, in other words, 

common "crisis management"o 

This affirmation needs explaining 6 At first glance, in 

fact, one could sustai.n that just because of the diversities 

we have pointed out it would be better to deal separately 

with each single n.ational case, avoiding useless generalisa

tions that could have harmful effectso 

In contrast to this way of thinking, it is possible to 

sustain that: 

- while the poli.tical history of the South European 

countries tends to underline the differences among 

the various national situations, making any generalisa

tion difficult, 

the vertical ties with external powers tend to assimi-
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late the problems in an integrated scenario of crises 

making it necessary to confront the problems of southern 

Europe as one whole (and to a certain extent, making_ 

these problems one whole). 

This conviction is based on the consideration that.the 

crises and changes that southern Europe is going through are 

only in part the result of the internal evolutions of the 

local societies and economies. To a great extent they are also 

the result of more general international c.rises and of European 

evolution: that is, they are greatly influenced by the vertical 

ties which, through the centuries, have become of binding impor

tance to the South European countries. Furthermore, in this 

postwar period these ties have been greatly strengthened and 

extended. 

Southern Europe's involvement in crises and politics which 

do not have their origins within the area, makes control over 

and management of internal crises more complicated. 

There are different ways of assessing the situation 

depending on whether it is seen from the point of view of a 

superpower or that of a Mediterranean nationo From the global 

point of view American and Soviet military interest in the 

Mediterranean is obvious. The two powerful fleets, American 

military presence in the NATO countries and Spain, the British 

bases, Soviet-and American military aid, the substantial arms 

sales, are clear indications of the Mediterranean area's 

strategic importance. Southern Europe, in particular, is 

closely bound by important military pacts (Portugal, France, 

Italy, Greece and Turkey by the Atlantic Alliance, the bases 

in Malta, Cyprus and Gibraltar which are associated with them, 

Spain's ties with the US), and is directly in contact with the 



problems of East-West equilibrium (with Bulgaria and Rumania 

of the Warsaw pact; with neutral Yugoslavia and Albania; with 

the USSR bordering on Turkey). However, the mili. tary 

equilibrium of this region i.s not determined only by the East

West confl.i.ct. 

On the contrary, local problems are assuming growing 

importanceo Schematically speaking, one could note two other 

important parameters besides the East-West conflict: the problem 

of development (the North-South conflict) and the institutional 

problem (civil wars, coups d'etat, changes of internal political 

balance) o Both of these_p_ar.ame.ter.s-influence .. thE! political . --~- - .....,.. . ...- / ----~-~---- --
choices of the south European countries: often towards ob-

jectives different from those which the East-West parameter 

would desire. 

The situation in the Mediterranean is considerably 

differentiated from that of central Europe 0 The East-West 

frontier which divides Germany is at the same time military, 

ideological, political and represents a division between the 

two different economic systemso In the Mediterranean the 

divisions are not so clearo Up until now the military 

component has seemed to prevail over the others; however, the 

political evolution of NATO's south flank and the crisis in 

bilateral relations between the USA and single allies (Greece, 

Turkey, PortugaL •• Italy?) no longer permits a solely military 

discourse. 

In that respect, the central European front's gradual 

isolation from the southern front makes it possible today to 

consider the two fronts almost fully autonomous. The Vienna 

talks on the mutual reduction and balancing of troops began by 

explicitly excluding an examination of the southern sector. 



The study recently conducted by the WEU on the consistency of 

the Central European front (rapporteur: Ulrich de Maiziere) 

makes no mention of a necessary link with the South European 

front; it concentrates instead on the Atlantic links, without 

considering an eventual move from the south. It would seem, 

that is, that from a strategic point of view the World war II 

experience (when, in Europe, the first big allied offensive 

started from the south and from Africa) is considered an 

"accident" owing to particular political conditions and that, 

in reality, the central front is considered largely autonomous 

at least of its southern flank. 

The entire Mediterranean front of NATO cannot remain in

different to this view. It follows that its functions tend 

also to be autonomous of the events of the central front. 

In the past years, hosever, the USSR has greatly altered 

its military capacity, developing an imposing military fleet 

and a great number of arms which are half way between tacti

cal and strategic (whose use can be either nuclear or conven

tional, and whose range of action is often "intermediate"): 

the SAM miss;Lles (which it also gave to Egypt), the Backfire 

bomber, the new aircraft carriers, etc. 

Many of these forces have been deployed throughout the 

Mediterranean front and in its immediate surroundings. In 

fact, it seems that this area is the theatre of a sort of arms 

We therefore have at the same time: growing military 

concentration in the Mediterranean, and the detachment of 

this area from the c·entral European front. 

The military importance of this area is also changing 

with the changes in armament technology. As the military 



forces in this area increase, the importance of the Mediterranean 

for US strategic forces may diminish. Not only will the new 

Trident be able to threaten objectives in the Soviet Union from 

outside the Mediterranean area which today the Polaris and 

Poseidon could reach only if launched from the Mediterranean, 

but the development of satellites and new detection techniques 

diminish the role of the FBS (Forward Bases' System). 

In the South European countries the new integrated sys

tem of radar and satellites for sighting missiles that the 

US is constructing, could also dimini.sh the strategic impor

tance of the NADGE, and the tactical importance (for central 

Europe) of the southeastern branch of NADGE. 

Therefore, from a general strategic point of view the } 

Mediterranean is becoming relatively less relevant. ) 

The Mediterranean's role must therefore be redefined. 

Provisionally, the following points can be made: 

- in order to have a Middle East policy it is necessary 

to have some control· over the Mediterranean; 

- the Mediterranean remains one of the main means of 

communication between the Atlan~~c_and_lnQian_Oceans. 

- Despite changing strategic considerations, the withdrawal 

of forces from the Mediterranean, or a net advantage 

in favor of one of the superpowers, would make the 

credibility of the superpowers' European strategies 

problematic. 

These considerations suffice to explain the presence of 

such large military forces, but they explain neither their 

actual composition and armament, nor their employment 

strategy. 

For example, it is not clear whether the Mediterranean 



is an area ·of possible "l·ocal wars", or only an area connected 

with the general East-West theatre (as central Europe surely 

is)o It is not enough to say that it is "in part both"o First 

of all, because we have pointed out the existence of a growing 

detachment of the central and southern fronts, and it is there

fore important to know to what extent this detachment has been 

consideredo Secondly, because this might expose the South 

European countries to excessive risks to their security without 

clear compensationso 

Already, on the Sixth Fleet and in the single South 
! . 

European countries, . there are a ,great number of tactical 

nuclear warheadso It is probable that the nuclear threshold 

of an eventual East-West conflict in the Mediterranean would 

be very low, and it is also possible that such a conflict 

would originate outside of Europe, in the Middle East, imme

diately. involving the entire Mediterranean area. 
' What would be the strategic significance of such a nu-

clear conflict in the Mediterranean for the South European 

countries? 

The Atlantic Alli.ance' s doctrine affirms that the 

existence of tactical nuclear arms in Europe allows the 

"flexibility" necessary to make the Alliance's deterrent 

credible: the Soviets know that there will be a nuclear volley 

and they know that it is all the more probable since it will 

not involve from the beginning the American strategic forceso 

On the other hand, the Europeans know that the Americans will 

be involved with their nuclear weapons right from the beginning 

and that ·this will compromise them in the defence of Europe 

in a more direct way than if these arm.s were not present. 

The tactical nuclear weapons constitute the necessary link 



(what Wohlst:etter defines as the 'bridge' and the 'firebreak') 

between strategic and conventional arms and serve to spread 

the American umbrella over Europe 0 

ln the Mediterranean this reasoning is more difficult 

to applyo The lesser centrality of this area, the possibility 

of c.onfrontation in less populated zones or on the sea, the 

possibility that an eventual war is concentrated .clearly· in 

only one country (while an attack on Germany would be seen 

immediately as an attack on all of Europe), the possibiLity, 

finally, of the crisis beginning in an area not explicitly 

covered by the Atlantic Alliance or the Warsaw Pact, make 

one think of the real possibility of limited wars in which 

the use of nuclear a·.rms would have no sense other than the 

destruction of the countries of this regiono 

The development of nuclear weapons could compLicate this 

pi.ctureo If, for example, SLBMs were destined for non

strategic uses (that is, to be considered, like the French 

and British SLBMs, arms destined explicitly for the defence 

of the Europe~n equilibrium and no longer for the defence of 

the global equilibrium), if arms of ambiguous collocation, 

between tactical and strategic, were developed, such as cruise 

missiles or medium range bombers, the uncertainty of the role 

of the nuclear forces in the Mediterranean could be accentuated, 

without giving these coastal states more securityo 

On the contrary they would see the opposing arsenals grow 

and would receive in return no greater guarantees than they 

presently haveo 

In conclusion, therefore, the South European countries 

have no clear strategic colloc~tion in the East-West picture, 

even knowing that they will necessa·rily be involved in any 
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eventual conflict. In other words, there is a lack of balance 

between the global.point of view of the superpowers and the 

national point of view of the single South European countries. 

Politically thLs lack of equilibrium is accentuated by. 

the cri$iS of Atlantic politics in the west and that of the 

Communist movement in the east. Both of these political focal 

points are losing their magnetism. The South European countri·es 

of NATO, with the qualified exception of Italy in the EEC, have 

not been integrated in a multilateral western political society 

and have maintained above all bilateral ties with the US. These 

relations are in a state of crisis corresponding to internal 

political crises (Greece, Portugal, etc.) but have not been 

replaced by anything more stable. 

As for the Communist countries, they (with the exception 

of Bulgaria) have evolved an independent attitude, refusing 

completely or partially Soviet hegemony. Also the most 

important Communist parties not in government in the Mediter

ranean countries have developed in the same way. 

Even these political ties are not particularly stable in 

the long run. In the first few postwar years the political. 

forces of south Europe regarded their preferential ties with 

the USA or the USSR as a point of strength. Internal political 

balances in Italy and in Greece were based also_an these 

preferential ties. The division between government and 

opposition forces coincided ideologically with the division 

between the b-locs. certainly this situation has changed, at 

least in two different directions. In Italy, Portugal and 

Spain the so-called "area of goverruhent"·has been enlarged and 

no longer coincides with the divisions of the cold war period. 

It's almost comical to read· from Italy Kissinger's recent 



affirmations about the danger of the PC's joining the govern

ment: not because one can't agree with his analysis but 

because what Kissinger sees as an hypothesis to reject, has 

already been for several years a historical reality and thus 

requires not decisions of principle but concrete decisions of 

management. 

In Greece and in Turkey the nationalist forces have taken 

the upperhand so that relations with the USA are utilized no 

longer to consolidate internal equi.li.brium but to favor their 

own foreign policies (ani in particular their respective policies 

vis.,.a-vis Cyprus)o Far from constituting an element of stability, 

they have become an instrument to favor changeo 

This analysis comes to an interesting conclusion: even --· 
though the Mediterranean is a £_art of the East-West equili

brium, the internal politf_s:al 2rocesses of the South Euro

!?ean countries do not correspond to the needs of this equili

brium: they are, in fact, largely independent gf ito 

That explains to a great extent the many American and 

soviet policy errors made in this area and the problems they 

must confronto 

The superpowers' appraisal of the Mediterranean evolu

tion is necessarily conditioned by global considerations 

(that is, by how East-West relations are going)o They there

fore tend to consider everything that happens in the Mediter

ranean as "eccentric", a risk to stability, a jarring note 

in the international panorama. They tend to reduce these 

variables to their policy constants, simpilifyi.ng their analysis 

of the Mediterranean nations and basing their decisions on a 

few fundamental criteria (keeping the "balance of power", 

distinguishing between collllllunists and anti-communists, etc 0 ) 
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that turn out to be too far away from the actual internal 

realities of these countries to be able to work efficientlyo 

There remains, therefore, an atmopshere of general uncertaintyo 

In such a situation of uncertainty the safest choice ap

pears to be a flexible, ad hoc approach to the single prob

lems. For example, the US seems ready to support the Yugo

slavian communists, oppose the Italian ones and support the 

persecution. of the Spanish oneso The USSR contemporaneously 

theorizes the "Cunhal line", supports the conservative Greek 

government (as it previously supported the colonels) and has 

good relations with Spain. 

All this increases the already accentuated bilateralism 

which characterizes the international relations of Southern 

Europe with the Superpowers. 

In times of profound crisis or change such bilateral 

relations are insufficient to guarantee the stability of 

either the alliances or the South European governments. 

The inadequacy of the superpowers' criteria for judging 

the situations and the subordination of their appraisal of the 

internal development tendencies to the needs of the East-West 

equilibrium make "realpolitik" options (brusque, at times 

surgical; often unpopular) preferable to more open, long-term 

.politices. The result is a double crisis: internal rapidly 

followed by international (as has happened in Cyprus, Greece, 

Yugoslavia, and Portugal and as will happen in Spain and 

possibly in Italy). 

This error of perspective committed by the superpowers 

is partially justified by the reality of the South European 

countries. As we have said, they have very few common ties 

and it is difficult to imagine a multilateral system of 
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secur~: ~::1;:::~~: t:e~:;: t:e:::~~n:n o:h:x~::::~r~:::::e::ion~. 
even only in Southern Europe, would not only be an illusion 

but a risk as well. ·There is no real force on which to base 

it, capable of resisting determined external pressure. The 

political situation and the institutions of the single states 

are not sufficiently stable and are therefore exposed to all 

winds and capable of unexpected policy reversals. Finally, 

there is no common economic basis that could make this region 
I 

independent of Northern Europe, the superpowers or Arab oil. 

To think in only Mediterranean terms is therefore non

sense. In fact, no country does and this is why we have under

lined the importance of vertical political ties. 

This does not mean, however, that such a situation could 

not evolve in the future. Certainly, the contradiction between 

the internal evolutions of these countries (that are the neces

sary premise for their real e.conomic development) and super

power politics is t.oo great to remain unresolved. 

Bringing it down to these terms it would seem that there 

were few ways out: a period of internal agitation followed by 

a realignment (either following traditional patterns or 

according to new alliances). In this realignment even Yugo

slavia's neutrality (or, mutatis mutandis, Italy's) might 

find room: in fact, such neutrality would represent but one 

of the many unknown factors in the area and would compensated 

(in the eyes of the superpowers) by the realignment of other 

countries. There would not be room, however, for an entire 

flank of neutral South European countries because of the pre

viously mentioned difficulties. 

In such. a situation the probl.ems of Southern Europe would 
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remain unresolvedo In the first place, the problem of economic 

development, because the key issue of cooperation between the 

developed north and the developing south, without which the 

impoverishment of the South would continue, would not be re

solved (or would be resolved negatively)o Secondly, the prob

lem of freer political evolution, because the international 

framework would continue to work as a limit to internal poli

tical evolution: the South European countries have to adapt 

themselves to norms which are not compatible with their in

ternal needs (this goes for eventually neutral nations as well: 

·Yugoslavia's intern.al evolution is blo~ed by Tito' s having to 

avoid a political crisis that might lead to Soviet intervention 

or of the breaking away of the richer, more westernized re

publics) o 

In other words, this fomula does not offer the J?Olitic

al leadershi]?S of the South Euroeean countries eroseects of 

develo]?ffient and integration in a vaster international context, 

even though it keeps alive the reality of all those trans

national currents and international needs which hang like 

dead weights over the life of the South European countries 

when instead they should be integrated and better controlled 

by themo 

In a certain sense we are today faced with a dilemma 

analogous to the one in '48-'49o In that period there was a 

current of thought in the State Department (cfo the opinions 

of Kennan) which held it more advantageous to maintain bilateral 

ties with Italy and the other Mediterranean countries, without 

fitting them into the vaster multilateral context of an 

Alliance between the USA and central-north Europe 0 Today the -_,Rroblen is similar o Kis singer's policy exalts the "flexil;>_£i ty" 
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of ad hoc relations, which in the short term can facilitate --- ----------~ 
relations between the USA and the countries of south Europe 

but which does not offer these countries a equitable future 

prospective for integration in an area of not only strategic, 

but also political and economic stabilityo 

Nevertheless it would be erroneous to reduce South 

European prospects to a dilemma between subordination or 

chaoso Especially in the past few years a third alternative 

has been taking shape, one which has been widely discussed 

and analysed by the political forces of these countries: 

western Europe. 

It already represents the other pole to which the 

South European 

politic ally) o 

countries are attracted (economically and 

The Italian experience has shown that the 

prospect of growing European integration has worked as a 

stabilizing factor on the political forceso Whereas the 

decisions made in '49 (for or against the Atlantic Alliance) 

had created an internal split corresponding to the interna

tional one, the European prospect gradually gained the sup

port of new political forces, and today constitutes a largely 

unitary (and therefore stabilizing) factor in the Italian 

political panoramao 

In these past years EEC policy towards Greece first and 

towards Portugal and Spain later, proves that they are more 

aware of the internal evolutions and the long-term possibi

lities of these countries. And so today the Common Market 

represents in a. way the most important political link between 

these countries and the west, an alternative (and at least 

partially, a substitute) to Atlantic tries which have been 

weakened or are in crisiso 
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The flexibility shown towards Yugoslavia and Rumania 

opens .the way to better political relations with these coun

tries as wello 

From an economic point of view, integration of northe n 

and southerns Europe poses the big problems characteristic of 

relations between developed and less developed (or develop"ng) 

areas: a striking example is southern Italyo Nevertheless, 

it is evident that such difficulties remain also because o 

the absence of political integration: we need only look at 

the tendencies in commerce, investment, worker migration, tco 

Political integration can not but work as a corrective to 

such tendencies; studies and proposals by the EEC cornrnissi n 

have already been madeo The political will to actuate such 

plans has not yet fully matured: that, however, will also 

depend on the type of proposals and reactions coming from 

Southern Europeo 

It is clear, however, that the European prospect repr -

sents a new element and is a way out of the problems of 

Southern Europe. 

This prospect, however, can not be only economic a The 

military (security) dimension, until now absent, will have to 

in some way be confrontedo Without such a dimension, in fact, 

a new contradiction would develop between superpower and 

EurOpean presence, with new risks both for the stability o:ff 

the area and above all for the coherent development of all 

aspects of Southern Europe 0 

In conclusion it seems possible to maintain that: 

- Southern Europe is in a state of crisis and is changing 

rapidly; j 
- it is not possible to "isolate" southern Europe in he 
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Mediterranean area and neutralize it in some way; 

- it is however possible to adjust the i.nternati.onal rela-

ti.ons in this area, making them 

internal evolutiions, if greater 

.intervention is developed; 

more consistent wi h the 
11. . 1 western European po LtLca 

- i.f this does riot come about, the external needs and, above 

all, those of/the superpowers and the strategic-mi~itary 
ones, will increase the divisions between the sing~e 
countries and will make their development more dif icult. 
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THE }'()JJH'TCAL EVOLUTION OF ITALY AND TEE ___ .. ________ _ 
INTERJ!ATIONAL CON'l'EXT : A PERSONAL VIEI'l ----------------

I 

I 

I 
I 

I 

Being neither Italian, nor a specialist of Italy, nor a scenjrio-ruinded 

futurologist, the writer is three times protected from any illusidn of 

competence in answering questions about plausible evolutions of t~e Italian 
I 

scene during the next few years. He can only thro1·1 the questions I back to the 

group. Moreover whether cast in the interrogative the affirmati ve,l the conditional 

or the imperattve, these random notes are essentially impressio~istic rather the~ 

systematic. Their only value may be to reflect the reactions of a lelatively 

distant and. uncommitted observer1
1[1fuose only originality may be inl tending to 

agree more with Signor Moro, Signor Berlinguer, and (according to l recent poll) 
• I 

~ with the Ital~!l:.::_~eople, than with some of~~ colleagues, be they/ right-dng 

( \i / ..[ '\---uerma~;:;an or -;~;~-wi~;·-;tai.i~ i~t~]:i;ct;;j>·;·.-Never has thel1 well-kno<rn 
\ f /- \ 
\ -L I 
~_/ paradox of the irresistible force meeting the unmovable obstacle ieemed more 

relevant than in lQoking to Italy0 s situation. TPE irresistible force is made 

I 
of ch!'.Ilges in the economy, the social structures, cultural attitudes and political 

I 
perceptions which lsad away from the existing political and socia+ coalition lead 

by the D.C. towards an alternative "bloc" >Ohich in some way or ot~er would mean 
I 

a shift to the left and in some way or other would include the coJbnunist party 
I 

as -one of its main partners if not the dominating one. The unmovable obstacle 

, I 
is made of e.n unfavourable environment, particularly economic and international, 

and particularly under present circ~tances. The political force/ which, ·by Hs 

I record and its strategy, has put itself in the most credible postj.tre as an 

al terna ti ve to the con~1ption obscurantism a.nd unefficiency of t~e D. C. is the PCI 
I 
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At the same time from Togliat±i 1s use of the Greek example to r~rlinguer's 
J 

use of the Chilean one, it has shown itself remarkably a1~are of the 

seriousness of the 
,{J (}JVI)%J . 
obs4;ac·:l:es represented by the combination of domestic 

polarisation and external intervention, It has hoped, however, to overcome the· 

se obstacles above all through the prudence cf its strategy and through the 

reassuring evidence of its own evolution, but also through favourable 

conditions in '•he domestic and international environment : prosperity, East-

West detente, calm in the Mediterranean,progress in European i_ntegration, 

llhich would reduce the hostility of domestic and, above all, i_nternational 

forces or provide a screen against them, To-day, 1rhile domestic political. 

~ 
conditions seem to show the PCI was too pessimistic and hai;i< tended to under-· 

mate the evolution of the Italian people and its o;m strengbh, general economi( 

and international conditions tend to justify its worse fears rather than its 

hopes : instead of managing growth in provisional harmony with Agnelli and 
. ·~) . 

of'c/a.ynamic European Community, with the benavole!!t the Pope, with the blessing 

abstention of the superpowers, and in the framework of an Italian-inspired 

West European Communist strategy, it may have to manage unemployment and 

inflation, with more direct responsibility for a more dismal heritage than 

expected, ><i th Italian and multinational co1·poratio11B being pushed to 

intransigence or to emigration by objective conditiona as much by fear of 

communism, with the United States and the Soviet Union both hostile, the 

former adalilSiltly so, due to its troubles elsewh<9re and to its enhanced priori t:' 

o;;vstabili ty in the Hedi terre.nea), the latter insisting oil ideological struggle 

and on t)le unity of the communist movement, finally with other \ofestern communis 

:parties and countries offering more a deterrent than a help. 
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All these elements combined with the deep reluct~noe of the respective 

rank and file, make the favoured communist strategy of "historical cvmpromise" 

unlikely to succeed. But they do not make the success of any other any more 

likely.at least in the sense of achieving their respective objectives. 
1 

i.ll King Henry's, King kear's ("I sha.ll do such things,·vlhich they are I know 

not But they shall be the terror of the earth") and King Canute's exhortation& 

and exorcisms will not succeed in "revitalizing" the aging demo-christian 

~pty-Dumpty I nor will the denial of visas by the United States 

be taken as a denial of legitimacy by the Italian people. On the contl·ary, 

as shown by the two last electoral consultations, a strategy of intransigenc<; 

towards the PCI is likely to benefit the latter and a refusal of collaboration 

with him is more likely to advance precisely the left-wing · alternative tThich 

is feared both by him and by his opponents. The example of Naples, wherG the 

prevention of a grand coalition municipality by the right-wing of the DC 

led to a left-wing one headed by a communist may be symbolic. 

Conversely, anticipated elections and the&oice of a revolutionary or 

of a frontist alternative run the gravest risks, even in case of victory, 

to produce first the very thing which the non-communis·t proponents of the 

alternative fear, i.e. domination by the communists, and then what the corr~u-

niats fear, i.e. a process of chileanization or portugalisation through whe.t 

L. CAFAGNA has called "la tenaglia delle 
·')!,~, 
~:::rt·''"'\ aspettli.nze" 
~oiJ 

(i.e. unconbolled grc·wth 

in worker's hopes and deinanda, e.nd in capitals fears and evasio!l.S), leading to 

right-wing reaction encouraged directly or indirectly by the United States to 

neo-stalinist or neo-fruJcist repressj_on and to economic isolation. 
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\;'hi le these dialectics (or rather this vicious circle) of polarisation seems 

more likely than a:ny optimistic scenario, they are much less the inevitable 

result of objective contradictions between social trends and political 

environment than the probable outcome of preventive reactions and over-

reactions, of self-fulfilling and self-denying prophecies. The winds of 

chll.:lf:e do, unquestionably, blow over Italy as over the uhole of Southern 

Europe; and there is, undoubtedly, a contradiction between change and se01tti ty ,. 

But, to borrow Chairman !o!ao•a vocabulary this contradiction need not by any 

means be an antagonistic one. 

For instance, among the international consequences of communist partici-

pation in power, one must distinguish between those which are inevitable 

(but trhich, while real, are likely to be Mrginal : problel!lB for the NPG, for 

relations with Israel, perhaps, under cettain circumstances, consequences for 

Yugoslavia) and, those which would stem from reactions to the hostile reactions 

of the US, the Federal Republic, or multinational corporations. 

While there may be some illusion (voluntary or not) in the PCI's apparent 

· belief that one ca.11 reach a fundamental reform of society (let alone a revolu

tion) without o~~endin& anybody, I belie;e it is sho1m by polls and elections, 

that in most auro-med.i terranean countries a broad majority of the popul.'!.tion 

(as dis·tinct from pOlferful minorities on the political··economic-military right 

or the political-intell6ctual-military left or pseudo-left) tend towardG a 

moderate left, i..e. aspire neither to the status·_quo nor to revolution but 

to modernizing and democratic social reforms -which do imply a break with pre-

aent practices but not a founde.mental break 1fi th the Western type of society 
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·nor with the 'tlestern system of alliances, I also believe that these aspira-

tions are more realistic in terms of the functioning of their respective 

societies than the belief in the status quo or in revolution, Finally, while 

each of these countries has its own identity crisis and while their autonomous 
) 

evolution would lead to a certain diversification both domastic and interns-

tional-;from social democratic to military regimes 
1 

or from certai.n forms of 

atlanticisrn to certain forms of n01r-align:nent, these varlations would be 

compatible with the European be.lance and with the functionning of Western 

organizations lika the Atlantic alliance and the Common Market provided these,· 

in turn, would adapt, through diversification division of labor and dP.volu

tion to the challenge of diversity and chang~;ore pronunced national iden·tl.

tics within the Mediterranean, a more prono~~ced~~~diterranean identity witr~n 

Europe and European identity within the West, coulld be compatible with a nenr 

and more flexible multilateralism, in which the role of intermediary institu-

tions, groupings or ~srties (like the European community between the United 

States and non-aligned countries, or social dell!Ocratic and soci.alist parties 

between capitalism and Western pluralistic communism) would be particularly 

crucial, But this implies on all sides the "end of either-or", i ,e, i:nstea.d. 

. ~ of the di~emma 0 lniformity or conflict, a balance between diversity and compati-,-
bility .\It is likely that the mutual intra.nsj_gence of blind cons7.:rvatism and 

.__/ I _ (fji.A)(Gfi:~~;:/..}_.._..' 

blind adventurism as well as the almost inevitablrdifferen~e ~r--their paral-

lel struggles in different countries will, rather lead, to some co~ntries 
. I 

moving towards the rieht e.nd some tow:>:t"ds the left er some towards a close 

bilateral link with the United States o.nd some toHards a strident anti-

americanism. This, indeed, is the most worrisome scenario for the risks both 

of violent conflict and of paralysis for West European integration aa well a.s 
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for pan-european detente : for example a right-wing !!pain and a left-wing 

Portugal, a right-1fing Germany and a left-wing Italy etc.. The scarce 

effeat of Portugal on the 15th of June elections of Italy ahows that, 

provided t;1ey are dealt with intelligently contagio~ effect;;-can be deflected 

( 
1 1pvJ . - ) 

But i.t, is likely that the effect :whether cf im:J. tation or of reaction 

of events in Fra11ce over Italy or - in both directions - between Italy and 

Yugoslavia would be greater. Even more important are thec.reactions of great 

powers - mistakenly equating different situations and thus paradoxically 

preventing by their reactions the positive convergence which could take 

place, In spite of its limited chances of success however, the idea of 
i 

European socialism as a bridge between the North and the South as well as 

between the WP.st and the East of Europe remains just plausible enough to 

be a valid standard by which to judge national developments, including 

Italian ones. 

THREE GENERAL QUESTIONS WITH ONE "TRANSFDRJUST" BIAS --------------------------
A/ ~cial structure cultural attitudes and political coalition9 

Analysts of Italy, particularly on the non-cmmmunist left, often 

draw political conclusions from a dualistic presentation of Italian society 

OIJ) ~\ 1;~ ~j- betlleen the forces of progress and those of reaction. I wonder to what extent 

this dualistic perspective is not either too broad or too narrow if one wtmts 

to apply H directly to politics, and whether the tvo camps notion must not 

be combined both w5.th a more global structural viaw and with a more flexilll" 
/ 

differentiated political analysis and strategy. 
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Two examples : theopposition between the new, ruode!nist, secular, indi-
i) t J h 

vidualdis'•ic Italy and the old, traditional, religioiis one of h.., tfvo c:__)vvO.il;?. 

the opposition between the productive Italy and the parasitar3 

- financial -Gpeculative or bureaucratic - one. 

Both are true, BUt the first has misl€0. many sympathizers of the socialist 

and radical parties into believing they would collect in .rune 1975 the 

fruits of the May 1974 referendum- whereas political organization and 

tradition and i.ssues like efficiency and corruption have a much mere di.rect 

political impact. 

The second leads to identifying all the evils of Italian society 

with one social stratum expressed by one party, Again this has a broad 
~ 

truth but one the one hand parasitism, clientelism,~retributive j~~gle seem 

more diffuse, widespread and structuraly entrenched than that, on the other 

hand some iu.portant social groups, in particular among the new middle classes 

are not easily located on one side or the otherof the fence. Their econorr.ic 

role and political orientation can vary according to inatitutiona or be 

understood only by combintng the productive-parasitary opposition with 

. othe~ li.ke: public ..private, urban-agrarian, catholic-non catholic etc. Hence 

a nuBber of controversial questions : where are the new middle classes going? 

Are they available for fascism as well as for the left ? On vhat bases can 

they form a new alliance or bloc lri th the working class ? (cf. Sylos-labini , 

Alberoni, etc •• ). w'hat about the· "bad" state._bourgeoisie, demo-christian 

clientele, etc. ?. What would become of them under a new coalition ? would 

a diff~rent politicalles.dership suffice t<l turn the same institutions and 

the same strata to productive purposes ? 
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In short, has the new social bloc already emerged or does it have 

to be constltuted progressively through differentiate~ political alliances 

charting a course between proletarian eectaria:·1ism and unanimietic 

immobilism ? · 

B/ Qa domestic end international politics 

'l'o a f'oreign observer the way the U.S. government feels entii;led · 

to publicly authorize or forbid a given political solution in Italy and the 

way the right and the left, including the communists, seem to compete for 

American endorsement in their domestic competiti~n by offering ~:oRtcr 

loyalty or greater stability and efficiency/is a SOlU·ce of permanent 

puzzlement. While understandable in terms of historical precedents and 

of harsh ever-present realities, such a situation also seems to involve 

a great deal of misunderstanding and,.at the very least/of pathological 

elements which cannot help but poison the future both of American-Europe~~ 

relations and of Italian politics. 

It has to do ui th the widespread partly justified but pnrtly obsoles-

cent feeling that the influence of the in·ternational environment about the 
' w 

evolution ftnd the very survival of the domestic regime are greate:r- than the 

ability of the latter to influence the former. Hence the c"ntral pars.dcx 

(but also,possibly, the central misunderstanding) concerning the: rsl<>.tion 

vetween domestic and internaticnal politics in Italian preoccupations : 

there is no country in the West where there is such 11. great priority give:~ 

to domesUc over foreign politics, yet trere also is no countr-.; in the 
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·west where tht> international conaideratici'.s play so great a role in 

domestic politics. On the one hand, domestic politics occupy a much greater 

place than international ones in the political decisions, moves, strategies, 

combinations, writings or speeches of politicians and of the public. Even 

more important, the foreign policy, attitudes decisions and .moves not .:>nly 

of political parties but of Prime Ministers and Foreign Ministers invariably 

have their motivations in domestic ·politics : either they are to be simply 

explained by a see.rch for popularity or publicity or they consti tu tea 

subtle signal towards this or that party or fraction on the domestic 

chessboard. But on the other hand, the question of the international environ-· 

ment and of its reactions, more precisely, the question : what will the U .S. 

do ? dominates speculations about political alignments (like about the 

"opening to the left" in the early sixties and about the communist proposal 

of a "historical compromise" with the Christian-Damocrats to-day) or about 

elections, including the recent local ones. 

What the Italians really are interested in and care about, is domesti·~ 

politics; but at the same time they take it for granted that the internation&' 

environment, and, above all, the United States, has a decisive say in these 

domestic politics : they look at it, according to faction and to circumstan-

ces, as a threat or as a protection. Some are trying, timidly, to create, 

in the margins of Italy"s international position, a little elbow-room for 

domestic evolution, Others, sometimes the same, are appealing to the 

constraints of tha international environmeut to bloci<: a domestic evolution 

they diE: like. 
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To-dayr~n particule.r, there is a feeling that we are again at a 

turning point, as were the "opening to the left" (i.e., the creation of 

a center-left coalition) ~rith the encouragment of the Kennedy administration 

and Italy's entrance into NATO. Some of the ambiguities of the latter seem 

to be emer~ing again after having been covered up, in more stable times, 

by the routine functioning of the alliance. 

At the time people like Kennan, Saragat and Brosio perceived that both 
I 

from an American Emd from and Italian point of view the problem was on.e of 

Italy's. strategic position and of her domestic socio-political order, with 

her military contribution to collective defense against a Soviet threat coming 

as a poor, almost negligible third. What the United States wants from Italy 

is essentially access to military bases and a non-communist regime. What 

Italian eli tes w~mt from the United States is essentially bilateral help 

and protection and a framework symbolizing and materializtng the socio-poli-

tical choice in favor of a .Western democratic or capitalistic regime. Neither 

is contradictory with the deep-seated passivity, pacifism, or, at any rate, 

"domesticism" of a vast majority of the public, or with the vague aspirations 

to a diplomatic and rhetorical gaullist, non-ali~1ed or mediating role of 

many political leaders. The military choices of Italy reflect this s:ktuation 

one of the loltest defensc budgets (around 3 %) with one of the highest 

proportions to personnel costs (around 80 %) , one of the highest proportions 

of superior officiera, one of the highest proportions of men assigned to the 

defense of public order, a deployment also emphasizing the threat from within 

Md the. control of the co=mist-dominnted regions in Central Italy • everythi~ 

seems to point out towards the primacy of political considerations : giving 
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sa tie factions to the military but holding them, so to spea'c, out of sight, 

keeping them in reserve for domestic tro~bles, whereas a real fighting 

capability involving a raise in the defense-budget and a genuine integra-

tion would antagonize this divided and potentially hostile public opinion 

one want& to appease, 

Politically, the seemingly paradoxical line of "pacifist etlanti.cism" 

seems to be the lowest common denominator which alone has been capable 

of absorbing the contradictions between and withi~ Italian. political 

attitudes : a passive acceptance ani a political utilization of NATO, 

compensated by a rhetorical search for peace, detente and an overcoming 

the blocs, and by feet-dragging on collective obligations. The great debate 

between atlanticism anQ neutralism is thus being absorbed by a combination 

of the two, whereby successive waves of atlantic converts accept the 

organization but in a "strictly defensive and geographically limited oense" 

(the formula used by the Charter of Socialist reunification)~ and by the 

PC! to-da~and as a contribution to detente; hence coupled with a great 

reluctance towards any increase of the military burden or of political 

constraints. 

This basic situation still provides the only framework that Italian 

society can tolerate. 

But it has two negative potentials, The first is a potential for 

misunderstanding. If, besides the military bases, the real p.!'eocuupation 

both of the US and of Italian elites has been Italy's domestJ.c regime more 

than her military or diplomatic role, the' letter ma.y serve as an alii:li of 
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which the >e1'Y people who use it may hlive beccms the victims. Dr. Kissingel' 

(', ' 
. involt:es the problems :fbr NATO, in particular the NPG, ,J;nvol ring from 

communist participation; several Italian politicians (including Saragat 

and La Ma.lfa) have said that the main objection to the latter was no longer 

domestic but international. If it is true that these considerations aro 

second to that of domestic stability and prosperity and if it ~~~e true ti.at 

these objectives were, to-day, better served by a reform coalition correspon-

ding to the wishes of the Italian people and involvilJg the PCI than by 

<' 
obstimately clinging to the DC formula, would it not fellow that both the 

U,S, and some Italian politicians are victilllS of their own rhetoric, deftly 

manipulated by the right wing of the D.C. ? 

The second is a potential for passivity, Both the traditional 

· emphasis on ~eeping the communists out and the possible revised emphasis 

on saving Italian economy and society from collapse imply (from the U.S. to 

the communists) an essentially status quo or passive foreign policy. This 

neglec3 the new problems and opportunities present in Europe and, in parti-

cillar, in the Hediterranean. Reactions to them involve the other traditional 

.great debate of Italian foreign policy - between a Europeanist and a Mediter-

ranean orientation. 

There is an analogy here with the atlanticist-neutralist- one : Italy 

has chosen Europe but, within Europe, has become increasingly aware of its 

Mediterranean or Southern dimermion of'situation. As Suzanne Lerger poin~a 
' . 

out, this s:ttuation i.mplies opportunities which should be ;iClcomed by the 

a:.s. 11rn wmy of the conflicts in ',!the Mediterranean, .American interest:'! 
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ere not served by reducing 01~ allies to more or less~ loyal assistants 

in a design of our making, But for Italy to play - on something more 

consequential than a : !!hetorical level - any other part would require 

both greater political will and resource, in Rome than are ·currently avai-

lable and a new American understanding of the possible contributio!Js of 

Italian initiatives in foreign policy•· (Forthcoming paper for Rockefel.ler 

project). I woulcl. add a third indispensable mediating element; European 

political will and resourcJ, at the level of the Community of the Federal 
I 

Republic, of Mediterranean Europe proper. 

In spite of the conflicts bet·;reen Italian evolution and the :i.nternatio-

nal environment, isn't it the case t~~t the post-war tradition of the former 

and the requirements of the latter converge in avoiding stark choices between 

loyalty and rebellion and in fav6'ring - rather than a dilemma between at:lanti"' 

cism and neutralism or between Europeanism and Mediterraneanism or third
:- vV 

Ll..lr--\?1"1.. 
worldism- a o~ift towards a more independent and a more Mediterranean-

oriented. policy within an Atlantic and t'!w--Europeanist context ? 

~tJ:~~J 
C/ On models :fhr rchnnge 

Isn't there a similar paralel concerning domestic evolution beh;een 

the Italian tradition of connubio trB.11.9formismo, neo-transformismo, and the 
1 ' 

1 
possibilities for social change in Western industrial societies;·· Percy Allur.1 

hea noted "that a grand coalition between a major bourgeois party and a major 

opposition party representing g-roups hitherto excluded from government h'l.s 

been the way, historically, that major working class parties have entered 

• trrA;....,_ 
government in Western Europe and oecl!y.se -legitimized as alternative government 
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parties" (tlo,.ld Today, rlovember 1974). Tr..1e, e. grand coalition, let alone 

a historical compromise, has often been a recipe for immobility through 

mutual paralysis, and the Italian tradition of tre.:hsformismo is seen as 
I 

coopting er absorbing ne11 elements into the system rather than transforming 

the system itself. But this depends on the streng.th of the respective partie>s 

and the pressure of social forces for change. The alternative to immobility 

or the road towards an alternative bloc may be prec:isely via a grand ooali tion 

whose orientation would be progressively transformed through a shift in the 

relative power and cohesion of its respective components and in their 

alignment. As in international politics, power transitions lllll.y be at lrork in 

a "tsctonic" way (to use Ray C'J.ine's expression) through shifts and changes 

in proportion leading from the hegemony of one party or bloc to that of another 

. under the protective umbrella of a common structure. 

" 

At any rate, all other alternatives short of technocratic or military 

restauration or of stalinist dictatorship involve like a viable gra.nd coali ti.on 
I 

itself, the reform, regeneration and growth either of the D.C. or of the P.S .1. 

or of both. Time may give each or both a chance, although scepticism is in 

order, just as the Communist responsibility for impossible local administrctions 
I r" - ' 

"~' ~-~ . 
image~·At any rate the only road to peaceful change seems to may tarnish the'i,:r 

lie in gaining time through the continuation of the confronto with the P.C., and 

its progressive penetration in the area di governo - leading - whether through 

I 

an~ambiguous blend of centre-·left and of de facto grand coalition or through 

en a•t:tual grand coalition in case of national emergency - to a left-wing 

alternative in a relatively diett>.nt future • Whether the change is peaceful 

or not, and whether it can be eccomodated by th~ internaticnsl environment 
7 

. depends on this environment itself as much a.'S C<n the e,.·oJ.ut5.C<n of Italy. 
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BuD should we be speculating about Jugoslavia at all? The question 
is iri ''order because· after more than a decade of intense "after-Ti to-what" 
speculatioriand ever gloomier scenarios, Jugoslavia is still there, still 
independent and 'committed to its own way.· ''Tit() is still there too and 
may linger on for some time, perhaps even· a' few years'• ·As· long as he 
stays a'round, it is probably wrong to expect'"big changeei 'of!any kind. 
But even after he is gone, things may stay'fery'mtl.ch what' tl).ey had been, 
as Tito himself keeps reassuring westerners who'.worry aboU:t Jugoslavia. 
NoW a few of those, especially among profes~iorial· ''Jugoslavie!Lwatchers". 
sympathise with that view in any case, and they··can derive some support 
for that view from the European Eexperience of that past few decades; 

·European states no longer seem to break up unless they.have first 
been>·invaded and ·occupied. It took four years of war and a military 
defeat·to smash Austria-Hungary. It was the Axis invasion that finished 
the first Jugoslavia off in 1941. Both may have ·been "doomed" to extinction, 
as OJ:ice used to be thought, but this is a view that cannot be supported 
so easily any more. Since the second world w:ar,·too, most successful coups 
and revolutions in Europe have been directly orindirectly connected with 
lost wars, as in France in 1958 and in Portugal in April, 1974, or with 

<·humi~ ting political intrigue injurious to national interest, as in 
Greece in July, 1974. There seems to exist a certain international bias 
towards the m!;l.in.t.e_ll_ance of the ter~i~ s_tatus quo whi~ of" course.,_ 
is directly related to the fear of complications with unforseen co·nsequences 
that any redrawing of maps could cause. The state too has shown itself 

' . - -· - -- - --more_~csilient.and_less_vulnerable to attack from within, than had been 
thought until recently. ---- ' · -- -.,-. -~ 

Jugoslavia has, during the Cold War years, used ciompet'fng power blocks 
to keep itself independent of both and to get them both to treat it seriously. 
Non-alignment has become popular with the people of Jugoslavia so that 
it could be said that whoever follows Tito has the mandate to continue it. 
During those years, Jugoslavia .has made not unimpress-ive· economic gains. 
Over the past 20 years, its annual economic growth rate has averaged 7.7%, 
while that for industrial growth has been 9.&;0. National income per head 
of population was $375 'in 1955, $795 in 1968, to reach $1,211 this year 
and possibly surpass $2,000 by 1985. There have been disparities too, 
Industrial growth has not been properly co-ordinated; agricultural growth 
has been slow; and the gap between the industrially developed and under-· 
developed regions has widened rather than na=owed. More recently, there 
has been the_ r~pant_inflation which has reached the 3CJ'io mark whil~ 
unemployment has also reached_and passed the 500,000 mark. But these 
exist in other countries too, and right at the moment' federal l:Ii:ni.ots;ro 
claim that the inflation rate is slowing down and that the balance of 
payments deficit may be smaller than had been expected. 

'..:·~>- :.. ; .~ .. ~- !J.. 

Cft~·:~ ·:~.~,c A;~t..K· ~~· .. . :-.:.~..' i~/\U 
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Apart from the economic sucuesses, thero has. l:J~e_rL_po_l_i_tical .fl.tJ!l:>;i)J,:b:.-. 
combined· until very recently with a'"wide measure' of freedom surpassing 
anything existir::o; in other communist countries, Even now that this freedom 
has been sc2awhat curtail~d, · JugosTavia· still remains the freest communist 
country and also one of the quieter corners of that increasingly turbulent 
continent. Human nature being what it is, these positive features of the 
Tito regime are not always readily admitted by its beneficiaries. Never
theless, ~ts achievements are among the factors that will help to ~eep , 
Jugoslavia l:'<lo':.idr.f" ori its present course in the. transition period after 
Tito.. ' · 

The continuation of ~ttitoist regime after Tito would be welcome 
. to the western powers·, In fact, it would probably _be true to say that 
the Tito regime has no warmer supporters than those ithaaiu va'rious foreign 
ministries. At the time of the recent settlement withJugoslavia, the 
Italian government made it clear that it regarded the ·existence of a peace
ful, stable·and independent Jugoslavia as an important objective of its 
own security and therefDre worth some unpopularity with the ultrarightists. 
Conversely, this means that no NATO power would be willing to do anything 

"· 

that would weaken the Jugoslav regime or undermine Jugoslavia 1 s territorial , ..• 
integrity or unity. Nationalist movements within Jugoslavia seeking support'\..(". 
from western powers would receive no encouragement. It would. probably 
oe no exaggeration to say al"so that although in an ideal world NATO powers ,. 
would prefer to collaborate with a liberalising and reform-minded Jugoslavia, 
they wo1,1:).d settle for a non-liberalising anti-reform one, provided it 
stayed· .independent. And so, whatever might occasionally be said by party 
leaders ·in Jugoslavia, their country is not threatened from the western 
direction, In fact, western_ leaders hope and pray that the present set-up 
continues for as long as possible. So do JugoSlavia's non-communist 
neighbours. In the past few years, various western countries have shown 
that they are willing to underpin this policy of encouraging Jugoslav leaders 
to stay independent with loans anQ grants and diplomatic support. The 
EEC is gradually emerging as _the. channel through which the w.est could 

provide much of ·the· support for Jugoalavia that it considers necessary to 
keep it afloat. 

By the same to~cm, Russia cannot M happy with the situation. It 
refrained from bringing Jugoslavia back into its camp by force in 1948 
after the Tito-.stalin conflict, but that may well have been due, as 
!ChruBhchev implies· in his memoirs, to Stalin11l fear of American retaliation. 
America then still had the nuclear monopoly, Fnrmally,-too, Russia has 
recognised Jugoslavia's right ·to an independeni; road_ to so.cialism, as 
demanded by the Jugoslavs as the "price for the:iJ;>, recor.o iliation with Russia. 
The so-called Belgrade declaration of 1955 has been the corner stone of 
Jugoslavia's policy towards Russia, But it seems that the Jul;,;oslavs have 
recent evidence for the belief that the Russian acceptance of Jugoslavia's 
right to go its own way in its economic and politic~?-1. development has once 
again become qualified In: a· speech earlier. this month, Mr •.. Todo ·Kurtovic, 
a secretary of the Jugoslav communist party's executive bureau, referred 
to "circles which regard the Belgrade declara-tion and similar documents 
as part of· a past hist'orical epoch" that has been superseded. But why 
should Russia not accept Jugoslavia on the same terms as the west accepts 
it? . ' . 

• 
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It is, first of all, yezy .. likely.;l;hat :the.RUSS'.i:SQs_who )1acJ__always 
j;~;ted_Tito_not_to.allow _tq~ political _deve)-,Qp(lt"l[ll)t_,.j;'S>-~o_pe~9~ 
~-certain point, may not feel so sureof his_successors_~n th~s.regard, 
They may ·reel that under those successors the coun·cry might become unaccept~bly 
liberal and reformist, indeed irreversibly so, and thus present a new · 
danger to Russia's own ideological position in~tern Europe. A newly '· 
invigorated titoist heresy would be a serious ce.upe for concern by, itself, JJ..l.;V'
Russia may also see it as a possible ideological preparation for a slide rv~ 
towards the west, resulting in a shift in the balance of power in south _ 
e stern Europe. That part of Europe has become lll.Q;£~_:i.Jlwm;:tanj;_t_g __ E,usii}_lj!, 
.(:=om the strateg_~~pqint .<2!-Y!.ew;. Jugoslavia has fine, natural harbours 
which the admiral commanding the Soviet Mediterranean fleet would probably 
dearly love.to be able to use. Jugoslavia could also be an important glacis 
for a more forward Soviet policy in western Europe omday. In other words, 
what was at the time of Jugoslavia's defection from the Soviet block in 
1948 still a relatively unimportant area - certai[\ly not to be compared 
with East· ·Germany or Poland - has now become an area of growing strategic 
importance, A Jugoslavia_that denies its _!e:;-rit_o}"Y~the 1:1:eELi~~rtail)ly 
a mini).l.um.csoviet .objective.A Jugoslavia that allows Russia the use_ of_its 
military facilities and possibly also collaborates with it in other ways 
'could well become an objective in the not too distant· future, especially 
if Russia embarks on a more militant foreign policy, 

Russia would therefor ;·.ave the motive that the· defensively and 
sometimes even defeatist-minded western powers do not have, for wanting 
to increase its influence in Jugoslavia in a substantial·way, perhaps 
even to crown this with the final absorption of Jligoslavia into the 
Warsaw pact and Comecon one day. Its geographical proximity would give 
it the chance to attempt to do so in a variety of ways, 

A military inva_fl_i_()l)_;ls_p\)_rhaps the least suitable method for the_ 
aqrieveme~i;he long-term Soviet objectives in the area, though a 
quick grab at a time at some world crisis distractingAL•ericn and other 
western lea<iers cannc t be excluded. It :is true that the Russians .would 

probabl.y_be reluctant to get embroiled in a partisan war in Jugoslavia 
but they may be tempted to think that in fact Jugoslavia was not as ready 
for such a war as it is making out to be. The Russians could calculate 
that the fire had gone out of the old partisans and that overWhelming 
Soviet strength wouldsuffice to deal with Jugoslavia quickly and effici3ntly 
and before anybody noticed or could do something about it. 

Nevertheless, Russia would have to worry about the effects this kind 
of a grab would have on its relatione with the west. Even now with the 
cloud hanging over the detente, it is difficult to see the Russians risking 
a full-scale confrontation with the Un1ted States over Jugoslavia, Even 
if Jugoslavia was not considered a vital strategic matter for the Americans, 
they could choose to regard a new burst of Soviet activism there as a sign 
that a confrontation was on the way anyway and that they had better be 
prepared to respond to the Russian challenge elsewhere where it might hurt 
Russia. Being invited by a friendly Jugoslav _government--wettM-l:m-q'ltd:te 
anothe:r: matterofcourse;-oecausenoliody could formally object to that. 
'But that-is ·another devel'opment consideredlater on. 
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It looks very much as if Moscow would regard the military weapon as· 
the last resort and would rely on political and possibly. also economic 
pressure first in· an attempt t6 browbeat the Jugoslav leaders' into submission. 
But a political ·challenge requires organised political measur$ of support 
witli.in the country that is being challenged, Russia would need some sort 
of a reasonable political base if only to avoid the repetition of the 
fiasco in· Czechoslovakia in August, 1?68, when lack of preprr&tion of 
the modalities of the intervention was in such striking contras" 1:0 the 
excellence of the military planning that had gone into it. 

'The creation of a friendly political base inside Jugoslavia would 
be hindered if Russia was atthe same time using threats and pressure 
against Jugoslavia, so the __ right str,._t..egy_w.o.uld,_])_e_to~comhine..a..low-pro!ile..;;. 

in inter-party and inter-S'tate.relations-with:.the.encouragement·of
clandestine-groups preparing an alternative -to.c.the .• present .leadership_, 
It may Just-be-that it is against the building up of that pro-Soviet 
base that the present Jugoslav anti-comi.formist campaign is directed, 

Apart :t.'rom ;,;:_E!QJ:Uiting.suppo_:rj;,e_rs_among_tlw....IJ.a~d--c~re..Q!_the old 
Qominform~ who opted for Stalin in the quarrel between Tito and Stalin 
in 194~~en Jugoslavia was expelled from the Cominform,.~ssia could .. 
ti!-.siL s.eek. an_d,_find .a .measure .. of .. support .among. a-varie;t;.y_oi:,dis.confente( 
oi:fic..ials.who.had-fallen-by-the.wayside .. during the reforming years in 
the 1950s and 1960s, Also among young people disillusioned with the 
darker side of Jugoslavia's road to socialism, yet unaware of the still 
darker side of Soviet-style socialism. Here also indirectly the Russians 
could benefit from the fact that the present rather more centralist and 
orthodox party line in Jugoslavia can be used as a basis for demands for 
more full-blooded socialism tc be established. In other words, it is the 
party's critics who' can appear to be more orthodox than the party leaders, 

Alternatively, Russia_s:ou;Lc!_ s_upport one or more of. the nationalist 
movements_;i.,n_var;i.9us_:republig_s: the Croafs--;· thB""All: anians;. -t1ie~Ber)1s-:--The 
Serbs can be wooed by promises of a strong centralised Jugoslavia that 
wnuld stop the further disintegration of the Serbian nation outside 
Serbia proper: 40% of Serbo ·in Jugoslavia live outside Serbia proper. 
The Groats could be encouraged to think that fu"ssia might be prepared to 
grant Croatia independence in return for its support and military bases, 
It is more likely, simply because the Serbs make up nearly 4o% of Jugoslavia's 
population and have had closer links with Russia in the past, that they 
rather than the Croats who are only just· over 20j~ of the, JU!Soslav J>oi>ulatiori, 
would he more interesting to the Russians. But there would benothirrg 
to stop the Russians from using their alleged support for the' Croats to 
frighten the Serbs into stronger support for state centralism and.closer 
ties with Russia, as may' have happened in 1970 and 19' 1. 

All this is merely intended to show that Ru;sia has several cards 
_tha_:L_g_can P.~~Y...:!:f_it,should de~i~ll.,a.more-interventionist_pQl,is,Un 
Jugosl~ia and that military intervention is probably only the ultimate 
sanction~ Jugoslav le~der~~ave several_optigps too. One would be to go 
to ._the westei'l:l_powers _and a_f'!k_f9r_ direcLsuppq_:r:t. Thisis-ufiTikely-for-

\ > 
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various reasons, not least because this would give the Russians the 
pretext to invoke Brezhnev doctrine against Jugoslavia and thus bring 
about the very intervention that they have been trying to avoid. They 
coul<Lthemselves introduce a toctgh internal regime desig~ to withstand <::y 
~ssian pressure while-:3imultaneoilsly avoiding the danger of a liberal 
re&Ucgence:---The alrmy could play a role in this kind of solution if the 
politj could not agree on mcdalities. It is perfectly possible that 
such a solution might appeal to a number of people in Jugoslavia. The 
army is a well-organised force that had stood aside from national and 
social conflicts. It is at the moment intelligently and ably led by 
well-paid officers not comp·:l_;>Ulised by COrruption and scandal. The conservative 
forces in the country mi~1t rally round a direct or indirect army rule 
and this could have the effect of neutralising the pro-Moscow forces to 
a certain extent. In fact, this looks very much how things might go if 
the politicians do not achieve an economic stablisation and then ·.1ave 
to cope with serious economic unrest with political undertones. 

But the difficulty is that problems would not stop overnight just 
because the soldiers, however competent, have taken over, and so .the 
army itself could co.me divj._<ie_~r as it...has_Q.Ql)e_:j.n_I.Drj;_~al. These 
d.iyisions_w.o:ul.<LPl:'9P><.!:>JYJJln_alo.ng .national-lines_ and _ti}J.ci w<?_ul_L!h.::_n _ 
cl,isrup:l;_t.he army's rule and eventually endanger the unity of .the.sta:t~ 

re- Croats, serbs and tn-e-o'thers ·clashed with each other in and out of 
uniform. This, rather than the widely rumoured though nowhere documented 
pro-Soviet feelings of Jugoslav generals would be the real danger of 
army dictatorship in Jugoslavia, Far from .saving Jugoslavia from the 
Soviet challenge, it could fatally weaken its ability to withstand such 
a challenge. 

Alternatively, there could be another attempt after Tito is gone to 
achieve a deal among leaders of various republics representing legitimised 
nationalities. ~'hat looked like bec:inning to happen in 1970-71 when 
various republics had leaders enjoying public support and with genuine 
constituencies behind them. Most of those leaders have been purged but 
they are around, Even if they are not called back at some stage (though~ 
there is no reason why some of them should not) th2Y _ggu~<l.J?e .used, to ? 
support a broadly .. based .effort as arriving at some sort of a national 
consensus which is. far more. important for the survival-of-anat'f(inally· 
miXed·country-like.Jugoslavia than-any other type of consensus~SucbL
negotiations would be tricky and dangerous and might eaEily be sabotaged. 
They would undoubtedly bring out more nationa~3t agitation with fears of 
where this might lead. This would certainly have its dangers. But 
ultimately by bringing these antagonisms into the open and harnessing 
them to political groupings, it may-just may - be possible to control them 
and int:grate. th:m into broad supper: fo~ a broadly ?ased Jugoslav federation, 1 /.~ 
For ultJ.mately e~ther such a federat~on ~s a federatwn of all its peoples ~ t...IY:. 

_more <?_r less." equal with eachother-orit-is condemned-:-to_stay_a_<clJctat~:fsh1p, '~;Jk 
a~ m~Ieover one that would, becaus~ of its rejection~ a sizable opposition ~.&u- y 
l<..e~ven to see~ SUPP?_r:!:.__Jrom.ou.ts~d.a.--wh..ich...could _only_!!le.an..Jluas.i.R, 'jJ4 r · 
So ~n a-W&y,-the future of Jugoslav~a does depend on what the Jugosla~~J 
do among themselves - whether they negotiate and deal with each other 

1 
realistically, recognising their national and religious differences but 
also their common interests, or whether they deliver themselves into 
somebody else's safe keeping through sheer inability to work out a 
lasting arrangement among themselves. 
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